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About This Game

In this sequel to The Great Tournament, continue your quest to defend the kingdom of Magincia. Play as a Knight, Lord, or
Prince in this medieval fantasy where every choice you make affects the story. Lead armies in battle against powerful foes or

use diplomacy to resolve conflicts.

The Great Tournament 2 is a 300,000 word interactive low fantasy novel by Philip Kempton, where your choices control the
story. It's entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your

imagination.

 Character generation and random events ensures no one game is the same.

 Play as a devoted knight, honorable lord, or ruthless tyrant.

 Multiple storylines with over a dozen different endings.

 Use diplomacy or war to resolve global conflicts.

 Raise and train an army to defend the kingdom.

 Conqueror territories and expand your kingdom.
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 Manage village and kingdom finances.

 Fight waves of barbarian armies in Survival Mode.
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wow i really enjoyed this experience so far it's amazing looks amazing sounds are great smooth gameplay very cute toys gifts
after winning more toys levels spells i can not wait to see the future for this game how has this not sold more copy i dont know
one of the best vr games. "If you are interested in making a complete Stand-Alone game with unique characters, models, assets
and game play mechanics not provided in AGFPRO and commercialize it for sale, you will need AGFPRO Premium and either
Unity Free or Pro software."

It's a fun little toy but it's just that- a toy. As the buried quote from thier Steam page states, you can not actually make a game
with Axis "Game Factory."

Axis "Game Factory" is a gloified Unity tool that was seemingly made into a stand-alone program to make people think it can
actually do something on it's on.

The most you are likely to do if you do make the mistake of buying this is have a little fun messing around building a couple of
maps. And while that can indeed be fun it comes now where close justifing the $100+ cost for the program, DLC, and premium.

If you want to have fun building something buy MineCraft or the Sims.
If you want to make a game use an actual game engine. Unity, CryEngine, Unreal.

There are few shortcuts. You'll have to learn a little.
If you buy Axis the only thing you are likely learn is to do more research before buying something.

There's also the accusations of the owners not paying the people they hired to help them develop the program... I think that's one
of the best games I've ever played.
Avant-garde style of the art, nice music, an interesting quiz with tricky questions.

I'd give this game 10 launched startups of 10.. Had some fun, it is a good game for anyone looking for a race!. Get it cheep, not
much replayability. But fun for a couple run-throughs.. my friends on my super secret imageboard site recommended it. they
have really funny memes!. Wont start up. I bought it 2 days ago and it gets stuck on the " Loading Graphics" dont buy it
. I bought this dlc but i don't know how to craft a tank ;p lmao help! xd. I think anyone who likes multiplayer FPS games should
at the very least try out Planetside 2. This is a very special experience, I can\u2019t think of another FPS that is as ambitious,
varied, and outrageous in its dedication to all out chaotic war as this game. Thousands, and I mean thousands of real people at
sitting at their computers all across the world battle in this never ending sci fi conflict from a first person perspective, all in
glorious real time, and for the most part, it works. It\u2019s astonishing to stare across a field at a giant group of advancing
enemy infantry, easily larger than even the largest Battlefield server, snap to iron sights, and fire into the group and score a kill,
only to get run over from behind by one of a hundred tanks cresting over the hill, firing in all directions like maniacs. The game
is an MMO, but just the very fact that it still manages to feel like a standard FPS with decent controls and shooting mechanics is
a grand achievement. Planetside 2 feels, at times, like the perfect game I wanted as a little kid while going \u201cpew
pew\u201d with dozens of little plastic army men.

Like other MMOs, you can join an outfit (guild) and fight for one of three distinct factions. The scary red space communists
(guns are weak but shoot fast), the freedom loving space Americans (guns are strong but shoot slow), and the spiritual xenophile
space hippies (laser guns). These factions are engaged in an eternal conflict over several continents, and the game centers around
various control points. Choose a class ranging from the vital medic to the jetpacking Light Assault and help out your team crush
the enemy forces. The size of each continent is mind boggling, and while large stretches are usually unused for long periods of
time, it is easy to find conflict zones and jump straight in by the game\u2019s intuitive map system. See all of those flashing
booms?\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s going down there, get in the meat grinder, soldier!

The land and air vehicles are easy to operate, and the infantry controls are familiar if you\u2019ve played any recent FPS. There
is a ton of variety in how the gameplay unfolds. One minute you are firing at distant targets in a barren desert from a
tank\u2019s turret, the next you could be dropped from a hovering Galaxy troop carrier into the thick of an intense CQB
firefight. However, there are definitely long boring stretches of inactivity like in other MMOs, boring car rides or endless
sprints to the objective that can become pretty grating over time. Thankfully, you can always kill yourself to respawn
somewhere closer, or spawn on a mobile spawn truck known as the Sunderer, so if you\u2019re an impatient type action is
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never too far away.

The game unfortunately isn\u2019t perfect. Performance is all over the place, despite having a good system expect things to
slow down in some of the more hectic combat moments, which is expected since the game is trying to render hundreds of
people shooting each other. The F2P system isn\u2019t too bad, the starting guns are definitely viable in combat, but in order to
get another weapon or even to unlock a new attachment can feel very grindy at times. Players who spend a ton of money will
definitely have an advantage over you in a 1v1 situation since they have access to more gadgets, scopes, etc. than you do, but
since the battles are so chaotic and packed with people, this is rarely an issue.

Planetside 2 is an ambitious game that truly makes you feel like you are a small cog in a giant sci fi battle. I feel as if many
multiplayer FPS games are becoming more and more obsessed with making every player feel like a cool guy special forces
operator, but Planetside 2 basically says, \u201cYou don\u2019t matter, you\u2019re one of hundreds of dumb grunts running
around and you are most likely going to die real quick.\u201d I really enjoy this and I wished more developers would work
towards making a similar MMOFPS like this of our dreams. Imagine an MMOFPS set in Europe during WW2 (Not that Heroes
and Generals \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665), now that would be something I really like. Imagine Allied forces landing in
player controlled LCVPs, while Axis Luftwafe strafe the beaches, and Panzer divisions massing for a counter attack. Now
THAT's my dream video game.

Planetside 2 is definitely worth trying out, it\u2019s free, so why not?. Gauntlet is a great an action RPG with up to 4 players.
You work your way through various levels destroying everything you come across including the props, with a handful of boss
fights a long the way. You can complete the game in about 2 hours with friends in co-op. Playing the game Solo can get boring
very quickly but with friends on mic the game becomes a lot of fun especially when the crown appears and you try to do
everything you can to make sure you end the level with it on your head...however for you achievement hunters this game is a
Herculean task, half the achievements you\u2019ll get in around 20 hours the rest is a massive grind fest killing 10k enemies
with each character to start with (there are 5 characters and you\u2019ll need the DLC for the necromancer achievements) to
get all the achievements in this game you are looking around 500 plus hours at least. If you don\u2019t have anyone on your
friends list to play this game with your in luck, there is an official discord group with dedicated players to the game and believe
me, not only are they a nice bunch of people but they are astonishing at the game, they will help you with whatever achievement
you are grinding for.
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utter Rubbish. Very intresting mechanics that are new to me and are really fun to play with. The puzzles (so far - world 4) are
relatively easy and aren't fustrating to figure out. But it is still fun, it isn't boringly easy. It's tricky enough to provide some
relaxed entertainment, great game for the price as well. Also the main robot guy is super cute and there is a little story that goes
on to.

The only annoying part is the tutorial\/guide goes on a little to long. I thought it was going to go on for the whole game, which
thankfully it didn't. I don't click anything for 3 seconds and it starts showing me what to do. Telling you where to click for an
entire level was off putting beause I just wanted to figure it out myself.. I'm really surprised this game hasn't had more
feedback. Its great! Very fun. Very good workout. The physics of throwing the glaive are not easy at first. It actually takes
timing and skill.

Once I finally got the hang of throwing it overhand, then underhand, it really makes a difference.

This is definitely the best under $5 VR game so far.. Review update, November 26, 2017...still bad!

Got it on sale...but should have explored it further. 20 levels, consisting of ONE picture to guess, on each level. That is it. Zero
value for money, even on sale.. Surface Pro 3, touch UI is just terrible. Unable to deal with the 3:2 screen ratio. Just terrible.
Bad port of a phone app. just not worth it. I got bundled and even that was too much :(. Drop Alive is a cute platformer with
good-looking stylized graphics and pleasant music, and some nice easy levels. As well as some very frustrating levels. Especially
bits where the drop turns into a nigh uncontrollable ice ball that moves too fast and requires constant anticipatory leaps of faith
because the screen is way too zoomed in for the breakneck speeds and there is no way to tell what's ahead. Constantly reloading
from the start of the level when the exit was already in sight, and having to collect all of the tokens every time, will make
anyone's blood boil and I recommend taking frequent breaks with something less stressful to re-center your chi. Menus only add
to the frustration, having to cycle through everything just to get to the right item. Especially the level selection screen that can
totally give someone motion sickness looking at the flashing screens, trying to find the one level with a missing token. At the
end of the day, though, the game is free, well executed for the most part, and can be beaten in a couple of hours so I see no
reason not to recommend you try it for yourself.. Simple but brilliant, for 0.39 you can get a nice experience inside a maze game
with 50 levels... from level 1 to level 50 it can take about one hour or so, recommend 8/10. Gameplay: The storyline is non-
existent, which isn't the worst thing in the world. Unfortunately, however, there are no redeeming qualities to make up for this.
There are a decent amount of game mechanics and levels to keep the total playtime up to 6 hours. The levels however are in no
way challenging.

Visuals: It's pretty disappointing. It looks very unfinished.

Audio: It's not the worst audiowise. I can say that the sound effects match the disproportionate cartoon-like theme that they
were aiming for. The soundtrack would get repetitive as the amount of songs they had didn't match the playtime it took to beat
the game.

Replayability*: There is none. I have no desire to go back and play the game. All the levels are the exact same and often times
the "perfection" mechanics (collecting all of the X) can usually be done on the first run through.

*This varies A LOT from person to person, so only rely on this category from me if you've agreed with my other reviews'
replayability sections.. Getting closer to the resolution of the saga, the story continues, despite an old engine, it's still the same
good bits.
I recommend, but you could also wait years for a possible remake.. For anyone unfamiliar with Trackmania, here's a quick
overview:

- Tracks are built out of prefab pieces, kinda like lego (but obviously with race track shapes instead of rectangles).
- Cars cannot collide with other cars. You cannot run other players off the road in this game.
- In multiplayer, you're in a simultaneous time-trial competition with the other players, but sometimes there are other goals...
such as simply being able to finish a very difficult track or a specially crafted stunt-oriented track at all.

Generally speaking, this is a game for perfectionists, speed seekers, and stunt lovers.

The main benefit of this game over other racing games is that you can jump into an already-running multiplayer server at
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random, encounter new tracks that you've never seen before as well as ones you've mastered, and have people to compete with,
pretty much any time you want.
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